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Dear CONNECT Readers;
First, I want to say Happy New Year and
we all need a new one for sure. 2020 has
had many challenges, but we as humans will
persevere and get through this roadblock
like the many before we have encountered.
Change is happening and adjusting has definitely been the
word for 2020. We here at Best Version Media have made
many changes as well to grow and add services for our clients
to keep their businesses in the forefront and Top of Mind.
This is the year we are going solo with CONNECT. We
would like to thank the West Coast Chamber for the past
five years and for allowing us to provide a form of media
for its audience and platform. We wish the Chamber and its
members the very best in the future. We are now expanding
our distribution beyond just the Chamber and including many
more local businesses that are not currently members of the
Chamber. We have expanded our writers for more business
information and stories that directly affect you.
Thanks to my team for helping in making this change and our
sponsors who are the reason we are here in the first place.
Looking towards a great 2021, but stay safe for now.
Warmly,
Patrick Avery
Publisher

PHOTO OP STUDIO
Specializing in creating stunning images and content
for your business, brand, product & publication
(616) 836-5217

www.PhotoOpStudio.com
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COVER STORY

Best Version Media
By Chelsea Scott

S

ince 2007, Best Version Media (BVM) magazines
have been sharing good news and connecting local
communities. As one of the fastest-growing privately
held print media companies, BVM is committed to partnering
with small businesses to help them grow with the mission of
bringing people together. You have probably seen Lakeside
Living, South Shore Neighbors, Zeeland Living, CONNECT or

Hudsonville Living in your mailbox or on a neighbor’s coffee
table. Perhaps your neighbor or family member was featured
on the cover. Perhaps your family was featured!
As your local magazine team, we’re delighted to formally
introduce ourselves! Our story begins with the man who
brought all of us together on this journey: Patrick Avery.

It was 2013 and after a couple of
unfulfilling job changes, Patrick Avery was
looking for a new career that would allow
him to be successful and very involved
in the community. With his family as his
inspiration, Patrick began the process of
launching his first magazine, Lakeside
Living, in June of 2013.
Just seven years later, Patrick is the
publisher of five local magazines and
leads about 25 publishers in the state of
Michigan as a division manager. “I have
watched this organization grow immensely
since I joined it,” he said. “We had less
than 50 magazines when I started and have
become the most read periodical in North
America. That is pretty cool.”

Patrick Avery—Publisher
& Division Manager
“This career has definitely
changed my life.”
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For Patrick, the autonomy of his job
combined with the opportunity to bring
communities closer together is irresistible.
“I find the fact I connect people and
businesses very rewarding,” he said. “When
I hear feedback that is positive, it helps me
justify what I am doing here. This career
has definitely changed my life.” Patrick

has won multiple awards for excellence in
both sales and customer service during
his tenure at BVM but each time he is
congratulated, he finds a way to sing the
praises of his team and point out how
proud of the Great Lakes division he is.
In addition to supporting local nonprofits
through donations and by telling their
stories in the pages of his magazines,
Patrick finds time to be involved with
Special Olympics. “My son has autism and
is an athlete,” he shared. He is definitely
an inspiration to me to never give up.”
Every year Patrick fundraises for Special
Olympics through the Polar Plunge and
jumps into the frigid water as his alter ego,
“Superman.”
Patrick has no intentions of letting his foot
off the gas any time soon. “I have enjoyed
the freedom and structure that BVM offers.
The incentives and income are great, but
it doesn’t come easy,” he said. I once heard
our CEO say, ‘Business is hard and that’s
why I like business,’ and I definitely agree.”
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Lauren Van Tatenhove (née
Boker)—Pilot Manager & Account
Executive
“We all rise together.”

Lauren’s story of joining the BVM family
two years ago all starts with a dance step.
She is part of the leadership team for
a vintage blues dance organization in
Grand Rapids, and wanted to operate at
the highest possible level. “Integrity and
quality are important to me so I enrolled
in a dance studio management certification
program at Western Michigan University,
where I was finishing my BS,” she recalled.
A top student, Lauren was the first in her
class to finish the program and wasted no
time asking her professor for a letter of
recommendation, “because working with
small businesses is my passion, as a serial
entrepreneur myself,” she shared. “My now
dear friends at the Chamber made sure it
got into the right hands—Patrick’s hands.”
Meanwhile, Lauren’s professor handed
Patrick the letter of recommendation (in
his home office). That’s right, her professor
was Patrick’s wife!
Lauren is now putting her gifts and skills
to work on Lakeside Living, South Shore
Neighbors, Zeeland Living, CONNECT,
Hudsonville Living, and happily
collaborating with publishers in other cities
In 2014, Chelsea answered a Craigslist ad
(of all things) and began freelance writing
for Lakeside Living magazine. One thing led
to another and she quickly began content
coordinating for that magazine as well
as South Shore Neighbors and eventually
CONNECT and Zeeland Living when
those were launched. “I love BVM and the
culture so much that I accepted a full-time
position in the content department two
years ago,” she said. As a result, Chelsea has
had to move on as the content coordinator
for the three neighborhood magazines but
has stayed on with CONNECT and as a
publisher assistant for Patrick.

Chelsea Scott—Content Coordinator,
CONNECT & Publisher Assistant
“BVM completely changed the
course of my career and life.”

CONNECT has been a fun and challenging
magazine for Chelsea to work on. “I’ve had
the opportunity to meet and interview some
of the area’s leaders in business and nonprofit
work and tell their stories. It’s not lost on me
what a big and important responsibility that
is. I think readers are going to love what we
have in store for 2021!”
In her position as the content development
manager with BVM, Chelsea has the

whenever they need a listening ear, a bit
of sunshine, or a helping hand. “My role
of pilot manager is less about planes than
people and progress,” she said. “I'm more
a co-pilot for our local BVM organization.
I keep the ball rolling and help the team in
whatever ways I can.”
Lauren’s philosophy when it comes to
work is multifaceted and rooted in a
deep understanding that we’re all in this
together. “My goal has always been to make
the world a more loving, understanding
place,” she said. “We all rise together. There
is enough space for all of us to work, shine,
and do for others.”
Captivated by all the movers and doers she
encounters on a daily basis, Lauren said she
is always excited about what comes next.
“Market growth, new partnerships, and
a flow of fresh ideas are hallmarks of my
daily experience with BVM,” she said. “I’d
also like to add a special thank you to all of
our sponsors, who are the lifeblood of our
efforts to bring our neighbors together, and
to the West Coast Chamber staff for being a
positive partner base for CONNECT for its
first five years.”
opportunity to work in many areas of the
department, from writing and editing
and quality control to training and special
projects. “I love connecting with publishers
and content coordinators to provide support,
encouragement and advice!” she said.
Chelsea’s involvement with BVM started
with freelance writing, which is proof
that even the smallest of leads is worth
pursuing. She is eternally grateful for the
opportunity Patrick gave her six years
ago but more than that, the phenomenal
business relationship and friendship they
have. “I respect Patrick, his passion for his
community and his hustle a great deal,” she
said. “We immediately clicked—so much
so that he and his family were at my 2017
wedding!”
Chelsea is excited about the future and still
grateful she happened upon that “local
writer wanted” ad. “BVM completely
changed the course of my career and life,”
she said. “I can’t imagine doing anything
else. I love this place!”

>> Continued on page 6
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After having been out of the workforce for
a number of years while homeschooling
her children, Lucy needed to begin earning
an income again following a divorce.
She had seen BVM magazines in the
community but with everything going on
in her personal life, hadn’t reached out to
make those contacts. Then out of the blue,
Patrick reached out via Linkedin asking if
Lucy was looking for any writing work. You
might call it serendipitous but Lucy said it
was, “literally an answer to prayer. I knew it
was the perfect job for me!”
Lucy joined BVM in July of 2018 as
the content coordinator for Holland’s
Lakeside Living and South Shore Neighbors,
and beginning this month will also be
coordinating Zeeland Living.
Lucy Reynolds—Content Coordinator,
Lakeside Living, South Shore Neighbors
& Zeeland Living
“Everyone has a story.”

Out of all the positions Lucy has held
in her career, working as a content
coordinator for BVM is her absolute
favorite. “I love BVM’s foundation of
humility as well as the company culture
of professional will, compassionate heart
and fun-loving spirit—and our mission of
bringing people in the community together
It’s a good thing Patrick never stops
networking, or he may have missed the
opportunity to meet Hannah Howe. “A
relative of mine was at the post office at the
same time Patrick was,” she remembered.
“My relative mentioned my writing
background and Patrick gave them his
contact information to pass along to me. I
called him and got an interview!”

Hannah Howe—Content Coordinator,
Hudsonville Living
“Coordinating content for
Hudsonville Living magazine
often brings cheer to my day.”
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Two years later and Hannah still has a
ball highlighting residents in the pages of
the magazine. “I enjoy getting to hear and
share stories of good things happening in
Hudsonville and neighbors helping each
other, from welcoming newcomers to
pitching in when times are tough,” she said.
“And it’s wonderful to learn more about
the rich history of a town where farming
has long been an important part of life, and
share these stories with people who call
Hudsonville home today.”

through positive, relevant and familyfriendly content,” she effused. “BVM’s
goals and values are identical to my own
personal goals and values, so my work with
these community magazines is incredibly
rewarding to me.”
One of her most memorable experiences
was when she had the chance to interview
and write about Lynn Austin, an
internationally acclaimed Christian fiction
author who just happens to live on the
north side of Holland. “I had admired Lynn
for a number of years so it was such a thrill
when Patrick told me to contact her for an
article,” she said.
A talented writer and editor, Lucy will tell
you those are the aspects of her role she
most enjoys. “Also, it’s such a privilege to
meet all the amazing families we feature in
the magazines. So many families initially
tell me they don’t think they’re very
interesting, but everyone has a story!” she
said. “I love being able to show people how
special they truly are.”

Hudsonville. We got to talking, and now
her children’s story, Twindlewood, is part
of our Kids Corner!” she said. “In addition
to each month’s chapter, we also have a
drawing prompt based on the story. Getting
to see what kids create always brings a
smile to my face.”
What else brings a smile to Hannah’s face?
“When a reader tells me they enjoy the
magazine,” she said. "It makes my day and I
hope each issue offers readers a little bright
spot in their day.”

Hannah shared a fun story about how a
regular section in the magazine geared
toward younger readers got its start. “At a
writers conference in Grand Rapids, I was
happy to meet a writer who grew up in
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Donna Johnson—Graphic Designer,
CONNECT, Lakeside Living, South Shore
Neighbors & Zeeland Living
“It’s a joy to create new art
every day.”

If CONNECT were a theatrical production,
Donna would be the stage crew. Each
month, like a wizard, she turns raw text,
advertisements and photos into a beautiful,
dynamic and fun to read magazine.
Her behind-the-scenes work is truly
remarkable. She’s also one of the original
Designers, having come on board in 2013
after answering an online ad. Back then
BVM was much smaller, and—fun fact—
the interview took place at the local Panera
Bread. Another fun fact? The December
2013 issue of Lakeside Living was one of
my first magazines,” she shared. I have
designed up to 14 magazines each month
since then. Currently, I design four in
the Holland area, two in Houston, two
in Pittsburgh, one in New York, one in
Ohio, one in Alabama and one in New
Hampshire.” All from the comfort of her
own home.
Actually, Donna can (and has!) worked just
about everywhere you can think of.
“Once while traveling during a deadline, I
got a flat tire while I was on the road. No

Ever wondered who wrangles and
photographs the people who grace
the cover and inside feature spread
of Zeeland Living magazine? It’s none
other than Roxanne, the talent behind
photographyTheoria, a Zeeland-based
photog who specializes in family, maternity,
newborn and child portraits. “I contacted
BVM about a year ago and asked if they
need someone to photograph for them,”
she explained. “I thought it would be fun to
expand my work and meet some more new
people. Patrick contacted me, we met, and
the rest is history!”

Roxanne Cook—Contributing
Photographer, Zeeland Living &
Hudsonville Living
“There are some amazing
people out there!”

When asked what the most rewarding part
of her work with BVM is, Roxanne shared
that it’s meeting new people and seeing
her work in print. “I love connecting with
new families and sharing their stories,” she
said. “Photographing Sinterklaas for the
Zeeland Living, Lakeside Living and South
Shore Neighbors December 2020 covers was
a fun and rewarding shoot!” The people she
meets are just one more reason Roxanne
loves working in the community in which

>> Continued on page 8
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problem. While waiting for the repair, I
fired up my laptop and just kept working
away, finished a design and sent a proof,”
she remembered. “The pitstop allowed me
to get another deadline met. I’ve worked
from a lot of places: airports during long
flight delays, in an RV at the beach in Cali,
in various states while visiting friends and
family. It’s pretty cool.”
The other cool thing about her job is,
“Each day has new challenges, and no day
is ever the same. It’s a joy to create new art
every day and continuously grow in skills.”
And thanks to being the graphic designer
for four of Patrick’s Holland magazines
over the last seven years, Donna feels a
connection to the city, even though she
has never been here. “I think if I came to
visit Holland, lots of people would look
familiar to me!” she laughed. “Reading
about the fun and scenic local places to
go, and seeing the ads of some sponsors I’d
like to visit (i.e. restaurants and shops). I’ve
mentally started a Holland bucket list.”

she lives. “The love they have for their
towns and the impact they individually
have on their community is inspiring,” she
said. “There are some amazing people out
there!”

Slips up to 70’ • Transient Slips
In/Out Service • Storage • Service
Boat Service & Outﬁtters • Conference Center
The Staterooms Vacation Rentals
1866 OTTAWA BEACH RD. HOLLAND, MI 49424
(616) 786-2205 • YACHTBASINMARINA.COM
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<< Continued from page 7
“It's important to reach a broad
audience and my involvement
with BVM and CONNECT has
helped me do exactly that!”
When he joined the West Coast Chamber
in 2017, Photo Op Studio owner and
accomplished photographer Ron Moore
had hopes of shooting images and getting
involved with the local BVM publications
as well as networking and community
events. “Since then, I have worked with
Zeeland Living, South Shore Neighbors and
CONNECT and have shot many West Coast
Chamber events,” he said. Ron puts a great
deal of energy into getting the “perfect
shot” and his dedication is apparent to
anyone who sees his photos or has the
opportunity to be photographed by him.

Ron’s involvement with the BVM
magazines has been rewarding on
many levels. “BVM is a great team of
professionals who work to bring local
businesses closer to their community,” he
said. “This is something as a community
member and small business owner that I
feel strongly about and see the value in. I've
gotten to know my community better and
have been able to meet, photograph and
learn about local business owners and their
products.”
Whether it’s shooting weddings, corporate
events, commercial photography, families
or architecture, it’s important for Ron to
reach a broad audience. “My involvement
with BVM and CONNECT has helped me
do exactly that!” he said.

Ron Moore—Contributing
Photographer, CONNECT
“Getting people to smile and
laugh along with the people they
love the most is so rewarding.”
The incredibly talented Laura Veldhof of
Laura Veldhof Photography joined forces
with BVM because Patrick was familiar
with her work photographing West
Ottawa High School sports. “I am the ‘OG’
photographer and was the first for the
first and only publication, Lakeside Living,
working alongside Patrick and Chelsea!”
she said. “I have been the photographer for
Lakeside Living from 2013-present, was the
photographer for our second publication
South Shore Neighbors from 2014-2018
and have been a guest photographer for
CONNECT and Zeeland Living!”

Laura Veldhof—Contributing
Photographer, Lakeside Living
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Laura finds meeting so many different
people in the community through her
work to be deeply fulfilling. “As a resident
of North Holland myself it’s been great!”
she said. “It’s also amazing to get to know
more about people I am acquaintances and

friends with while photographing them
for the cover.” Another perk? Showcasing
families who may not see themselves as
cover material. “Not everyone thinks they
are ‘an exciting family,’ but EVERYONE has
a story to tell and it’s great to have all kinds
of people featured in our magazine,” Laura
said.
Taking her work with the magazine
personally shows in every photo Laura
captures. “I take pride in being part of
Patrick’s publication(s) and have had some
super fun shoots throughout the years,” she
shared. “Scuba gear in a pool in January, a
dog on a paddleboard in a lake, a dancing
single mom and her kiddos in their living
room, my sweet writer and her wife in
a tree farm, special needs children that
have amazed me with their joy for life and
getting people to smile and laugh along
with the people they love the most is so
rewarding.”
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“I have met so many amazing
families.”
Kellie Janicki (Kellie J. Photography) has
been the photographer for South Shore
Neighbors magazine since August of 2018
after meeting Patrick through her part time
job at Brewery 4two4. Kellie, who does
photography full-time (families, weddings,
commercial) said her favorite part about
shooting feature photos for the magazine
is, “meeting new people in the community
and hearing their stories. I have met so
many amazing families!”

Kellie Janicki—Contributing
Photographer, South Shore Neighbors

P

In addition to interacting with people in
the community, Kellie has been grateful
for the chance to explore new ways to
photograph featured families that resonate
with their experience and where they live.
"It’s been fun to get to know each family,
what they do for work, what they enjoy
about living in Holland (specifically the

atrick and his team would like to thank the sponsors and readers
for the incredible support they have shown the magazines over
the years. “We couldn’t do what we do without local partners who
support our publications,” Patrick said. He then added, “And I am
very thankful to my team for the great work they do every issue.”
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south side, which is also where I live) and
what makes their family unique," she said.
"I also enjoy revisiting local spots and
creating a new way to photograph each
family I work with. One of the things I
love about photography is connecting with
people."

For more information on CONNECT, visit www.
connectlakeshore.com. To find out how you can
support your local magazines, contact Patrick Avery
at 616-414-2208 or pavery@bestversionmedia.com.
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Holland Eats
By Chelsea Scott

W

ith many folks still staying home and avoiding dinein service at their favorite local eateries, food delivery
has never been more popular. There are several options for
customers to choose from, but Daniel Jacobs, owner of Holland
Eats, is proud to be the “local, small guys.”
Daniel was born in Holland and raised
in Grand Haven. “My wife is from
New Mexico, we met in Austin, TX
and have been married for just shy
of 10 years,” he shared. “In those 10
years, we have had one son (Denver)
and one daughter (Nizhoni).” Daniel
and his family (plus pets—a dog and
two cats) reside in West Olive. They
chose the area because of the access to
walking trails and the idea of not being
confined to a city. Before returning to
Michigan to start Holland Eats, Daniel
ran a restaurant delivery service in
Texas for almost three years. “I was
working for a similar service in Texas
and after we parted ways, made the
decision to bring this one to Holland to
be closer to my family,” he explained.
“Holland Eats has been around for just
over two years now; we just had our
anniversary on November 27th.”
The basis of how Holland Eats operates is pretty simple: “We
strive to be a service that you want to use versus just another
option,” Daniel explained. “We try to build our menus to be as
complete as possible and give as many options as we can. We
understand that different people order delivery for different
reasons, but we want everybody to feel that they got a service,
not just a bag of tacos.” And the dedication to local goes
much further than delivering food. “We feel that we have no
right to claim local if we don’t step up and contribute to the
community we serve,” Daniel shared. “We have raised money
for different groups doing things for the community as well.
We try to operate in a happy medium of working and building
relationships with the businesses we deliver for as well.”
Daniel’s drive to succeed is fed by many things, but two stand
out. “I have a family to provide for as well as a history to
separate myself from,” he said. “I’ve waited tables for most of
my life before coming into this line of work and it's a great
feeling to be able to help people accommodate their needs
through this pandemic.” It’s that level of commitment and
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integrity that allowed Daniel to turn a negative phone call into
an opportunity. He shared the story with us. “We got a phone
call one time from a restaurant in Texas that was very upset
about a phone call from a customer who had ordered delivery.
Funny thing is that we didn’t offer a listing for said restaurant.”
In two short phone calls, Daniel
discussed how he and his team would
have prevented the mistake in the
first place and how they would have
resolved it had it happened through
his business. “Needless to say, the
company that did make the mistake
no longer delivers for this restaurant
and we feature them exclusively,” he
said.
In addition to their commitment
to stellar customer and vendor
relationships, Holland Eats is also
the only delivery service in the area
that accepts cash payments as well
as West Coast Cash. Just one more
reason to choose the “local, small
guys” the next time you want tacos—
or any other local fare—delivered to
your door.
For more information, visit
www.hollandeats.com.
Daniel’s family.

HUNGRY?

Holland
Eats

The FOOD you want.
WHERE you want it.
Check out 40+ of your favorite
restaurants on hollandeats.com,

order online or in-app!

Delivering to your home or work
in both Holland and Zeeland.
616.255.4932

10AM-10 PM
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Full Service
Landscape Company

USIN ESS

Paver brick patios
and walkways

616.399.6861

4275 136th Ave., Holland, MI 49424

www.boschslandscape.com
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EXPERT CONTRIBUTOR TOWN & COUNTRY GROUP

It’s Always "Life in the Fast Lane"
as Residential Service Supervisor
By Casey Veersma

B

efore I can hit the brew
button on the coffee pot, my
dogs are at the door, waiting to
be let out.

without a mask, wash your
hands or use hand sanitizer and
clean your tools between each
use.

It’s 5 a.m.—early enough to get
a jump-start on the day and
still make enough time to have
a cup of coffee and watch the
news with my beautiful wife,
Jen, before starting my day
as Town & Country Group’s
Residential Supervisor and
Safety Director.

After the team has left, I head
to my desk to review the nine
service tickets for appointments
we have scheduled for the week.
The number will grow as the
week goes on.

I get in my truck and have the
music blaring. As I pull into
Town & Country Group, I’m
jamming to The Eagles’ “Life in
the Fast Lane.”
It’s 6:45 a.m. Even before our
office opens at 7 a.m., the
place is already buzzing, as our
journeymen, apprentices and
technicians come in to load
their trucks with the tools and
materials they will need for the
day.
My team—the residential
team—consists of talented and
versatile electricians.
Their strong work ethic and
passion for exceptional customer service are just a couple of
the reasons I love working with
them.
I gather them together for a
quick pre-construction meeting to discuss each person’s
assignment for the day. Cody,
Bryce and I review the blueprints for a new home they will
begin wiring today. I answer
any questions the team has and,
as I do every morning, remind
them of PPE and COVID-19
regulations: Never enter a home
12

I check voicemails and emails,
but before I can finish, the
phone rings.

day-to-day operations. I have to
remain flexible and be ready to
spring into action.

Before leaving the customer’s
house, I answer any questions I
can and head back to Zeeland.

I soon identify a faulty and unsafe connection in the electrical
panel. I re-wire it correctly
and re-terminate the hot water
heater and tighten all of the
connections in the electrical
panel to prevent future power
interruptions.

I make good use of the
30-minute drive by returning
a call to a customer requesting
an estimate. He is having a hot
tub installed and needs power
run to the back porch. He is
available for me to meet him
later today.

I’m wrapping up at the job,
and my phone rings again. It’s
“Town & Country Group, this is Cody. He and Bryce need some
unexpected miscellaneous
Casey. How may I help you?”
parts brought to their project in
On the other end is a man who Grand Rapids.
says he is calling on behalf of
his mother, who doesn’t speak
English. She needs someone to
look at her electric water heater.
Town & Country Group team
members pride themselves on
quick response times to service
calls—my personal record is
five minutes from hangup to
door knock—but this job is a bit
further from the shop.

Within seconds of hanging
up, the phone rings again. It’s
a builder we’re teaming with
on the new construction of a
3,200-square-foot home.

“Give me 30 minutes,” I tell
him.
“Life in the fast lane…”
Equipped with my gloves, safety
glasses and mask, I meet the
caller and his mother. They
welcome me inside and lead me
to the water heater. The mother
hadn’t had hot water in a week,
and a plumber told her the
problem was electrical related,
which is why they called Town
& Country Group.
When customers have an emergency-type need, it’s my job to
ensure they are taken care of
right away, in addition to my
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revise the previous estimate I
was working on earlier, where
the builder called with a request
for extra accommodations. I
know he’s working on a tight
timeline, as his clients want to
be in their house as soon as
possible.

“We have some additional items
to add to the house that I’d
like pricing for so we can get it
written into the contract,” he
says, and he needs it by the end
of the day.
Add it to the list.
“Life in the fast lane,
everything all the time.”
I hum the chorus as I load my
truck with materials for my
team and take a quick second
to check my voicemails and
emails.
Then, it’s back on the road.
On my way to Grand Rapids, I
return a call to a homeowner in
Saugatuck requesting a quote
for a generator installation—
booked for 12:30 p.m.
I meet Cody and Bryce at 10:20
a.m. We do a quick project
walk-through to ensure: 1—All
safety standards are being followed; and 2—The team has no
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I won’t let electrical work be the
cause for a delay.

questions regarding the project,
electrical layout and schedule.
I glance down at my watch—it’s
11:35 a.m.—and I realize it’s
time for my next client stop in
Saugatuck.
The client needs a circuit for
his hot tub and also needs
a generator installed. While
touring the house, which was
built in the 1950s, I quickly
troubleshoot and repair an
existing circuit that was not

working. I reconfigure wiring
in the lower level of the house
so an exterior outlet no longer
is controlled by the same switch
that also controls the basement
lights. I love old houses! I tell
him I will finish the estimate
and email it to him.
I return to the office in the
afternoon and complete an estimate for a customer I met yesterday. She’s looking to remodel
her kitchen, bathroom, master
suite and second floor. Then, I

Before the end of the day, I have
check-ins at multiple active job
sites, I meet a customer at his
home to look at upgrading his
electrical panel to accommodate
an electric car charger, I help
plan tomorrow’s safety meeting,
work on next week’s schedule,
and check today’s time cards.
“Life in the fast lane…”
I wouldn’t want it any other way.
To learn more about the
benefits of Point-to-Point
Wireless Access, call Town &
Country Group at 616-7726746.
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EXPERT CONTRIBUTOR SPECTRUM HEALTH ZEELAND COMMUNITY HOSPITAL

Urgent Versus Emergent: Where Do
You Go When You Need Help Now?
Submitted by Spectrum Health Zeeland Community Hospital

I

t can be scary when you
are faced with a medical
emergency. When a pressing
medical situation arises, it
is important to know where
you should go for the most
appropriate care. The advantage
is that Spectrum Health
Zeeland Community Hospital
has many different options
for meeting the needs of your
specific ailments.
“The difference between urgent
and emergent care can sometimes seem unclear in the
moment, therefore we have
some basic guidelines by which
we direct our patients,” said
Melissa Taylor, MD, vice chief
of medical staff, Zeeland Community Hospital. “Typically,
urgent care is available for those
situations that require prompt
attention but are not potentially
life-threatening. Emergency
care is generally for serious
and potentially life-threatening
situations; however, we will
evaluate anyone anytime.”

Drug testing is also available
in 5-panel, 7-panel, 10-panel,
DOT-regulated, FAA-regulated,
hair and breath varieties.
Whether the tests are required
to comply with governmentmandated guidelines or
company-specific policies, our
experienced team manages
every aspect of the drug
screening process.
and on weekends give patients
greater options for unexpected
treatment.”’
Urgent care typically provides
treatment of minor illnesses
and injuries, including:

• Allergies
• Asthma
• Bruises/abrasions
• Burns (minor)
• Colds, coughs
• Cuts (minor)
• Earache
• Eye infections/injuries
• Fever
• Flu/flu vaccinations
• Headaches/migraines
Spectrum Health Urgent Care – • Occupational health first
Zeeland recently extended open injury
• Sprains
hours from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m.
daily. These hours cover a wide • Stitches (minor wounds)
range of times when a primary • Upper respiratory infections
• Urinary tract infections (UTIs)
care physician's office may not
be open.
Spectrum Health Urgent Care –
Zeeland is conveniently located
“We understand that timely
in Suite 100A of the Medical
service and convenience are
important to our patients,” said Office Building, adjacent to
Joel Lopez, MD, division chief, Zeeland Community Hospital’s
main entrance. No appointment
urgent care, Spectrum Health.
is necessary, however, patients
“The accessibility of expanded
may check-in online to save
hours both during the week
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their spot in line at spectrumhealth.org/zeelandurgent.
For individuals experiencing a
medical emergency, call 911.
Expanding services to
provide workplace support
In addition to extending hours,
urgent care services have also
expanded to meet the growing needs of local employers.
In December, occupation
health services were added at
the Spectrum Health Urgent
Care – Zeeland, including drug
screen and workplace accident and injury management
programs. These programs offer
the continuum of care to keep
the workplace healthy, safe and
productive.

These programs can be
customized and managed based
on each company’s unique
requirements. Spectrum Health
partners with clients to design
a plan that’s just right for their
employees and develop a quote
based on their goals. To get
started tailoring a plan for your
business, call 616.391.2778.
Our experienced team of
professionals is ready to help
you reduce lost work time,
accelerate recovery, promote
employee health and wellness
and positively impact your
bottom line.
For more information, visit
spectrumhealth.org.

With the goal of preventing
work-related injuries and
promoting workplace safety,
Spectrum Health occupational
health offers injury prevention
services, early intervention,
symptom management, rehabilitation and return to work
programs.
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Zeeland Urgent Care

Longer hours to serve you.

When you need prompt attention for those non-life threatening
injuries and illnesses, visit Spectrum Health Urgent Care – Zeeland.
We’ve expanded our hours and added occupational health first injury
services in order to get you in, out, and on your way to feeling better.
No appointment necessary.
Daily, 10 a.m. to 10 p.m.
Closed holidays.
Open Christmas Eve and New Year’s Eve, 10 a.m. to 10 p.m.

Spectrum Health
Urgent Care – Zeeland
Medical Office Building,
Suite 100A
8333 Felch Street,
Zeeland, MI 49464

Reserve your spot online using clockwise at
spectrumhealth.org/zeelandurgent
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EXPERT CONTRIBUTOR SMITH HAUGHEY RICE & ROEGGE

“New Year, New Ventures”
By Patricia Jander
t’s no secret that 2020 was
Iobstacles,
a year of many hardships,
and challenges for

Roegge can help you navigate
protecting your intellectual
property rights.

individuals and businesses
alike. Many business owners
had to pivot their goals and
adjust the goods or service they
provide. Looking forward into
2021, some businesses may
be considering new ventures
altogether.
One thing to keep in mind
while considering a new
undertaking is protecting your
business’s intellectual property—
particularly any trademark used
in association with the goods
or services you intend to offer.
Intellectual property rights can
be an important asset of your
business, whether your business
is small and local, or whether it is
expanding to a larger consumer
base. The goodwill associated
with your brand name allows
consumers to affiliate your
trademark with the quality of
your products or services.
While most trademarks are
afforded some level of legal
protection simply by using the
mark in commerce, there are
numerous benefits to applying
for and obtaining a federally
registered trademark. Some of
which include:
• Use of the ® symbol, which
notifies other mark owners
that your mark is federally
registered
• Nationwide priority over
subsequent users of the same
or similar mark used in
association with similar goods
or services
• The ability to bring an action
for infringement in federal
court
• A legal presumption of
ownership of the mark
• The ability to obtain
incontestability status after
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Patricia Jander works
primarily with businesses to
support their wide-ranging
business needs, with a strong
emphasis on their intellectual
property rights. She assists
with trademark applications,
monitoring, and enforcement,
as well as licensing,
copyrights and contractual
agreements.
five years of registration and
continuous use
Even if your business is still
in the “beginning” stages of
development, the United States
Patent and Trademark Office
(USPTO) offers a way to apply
for federal registration prior
to actual use of your mark in
commerce. One large benefit
of this type of application is
the potential to secure rights
in your mark and build brand
protection as of the date of the
application, rather than waiting
until business is up and running.

If you are considering applying
for a federal registration, or
if you have questions about
maintaining an existing
trademark, the attorneys
at Smith Haughey Rice &

This article is general in nature and
should not be construed as legal
advice or as creating an attorneyclient relationship. Consultation with
legal counsel is recommended for
specific situations.

If you own a business, or are
looking to start a new one, and
are considering applying for
federal trademark registration,
the USPTO has increased the
application and renewal fees
for trademarks as of January
2, 2021. Fee increases include
standard applications increasing
from $275 to $350 per class,
per application, and the “plus”
application fee increasing from
$225 to $250 per class, per
application.
If you currently own a registered
trademark and will need to file
a declaration of use, which is
required between the fifth and
sixth year of registration, after
January 2, 2021, the fee has
increased from $125 to $225 per
class.
CONNECT | JANUARY 2021

protection
for where you are,
guidance

for where you’re going.

Here to help navigate you through
buying or selling your home, and

provide insurance coverage to best
protect what’s most important to you.

800.344.3531

•
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BENEFITS • BUSINESS • LIFE • PERSONAL • TITLE

INTERESTED IN
BECOMING A
SPONSOR?
Contact the Publisher of this
magazine for more information.
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EXPERT CONTRIBUTOR QUALITY CAR WASH

Delivering Certainty in
an Uncertain World
By Mandi Brower, Chief Operation Officer

O

ver the past year, jobs have
been lost, businesses have
been closed, loved ones have
been left alone to die, grocery
shelves empty. The reality is we
do not know what tomorrow
will bring and we are feeling
very vulnerable. Even some
days we do not know what the
next few hours will bring. We sit
waiting and watching. Will our
businesses have to shut down?
Are the ball games going to get
cancelled? How am I going to
keep my fulltime job and teach
my kids virtually? With the
biggest questions of all—When
am I going to get sick, or my
friends and family going to get
sick? Is someone I know going
to die from this virus?
Living during a Pandemic is no
joke. Whether you believe the
virus is real or severe, that is
left for someone else to address.
Today I am going to share some
little ways that you can bring
Certainty into an Uncertain
world. I will tell you that the
Pandemic has affected everyone.
What your team members
are going though is real. The
uncertainty and the fear at times
is paralyzing. So as a leader what
can you do…
KNOW there are 6 Human
Needs:
Tony Robbins and others teach
on these 6 Human Needs.
• Certainty: assurance you can
avoid pain and gain pleasure
• Uncertainty/Variety: the
need for the unknown,
change, new stimuli
• Significance: feeling unique,
important, special or needed
• Connection/Love: a strong
feeling of closeness or union
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with someone or something
• Growth: an expansion
of capacity, capability or
understanding
• Contribution: a sense of
service and focus on helping,
giving to and supporting
others
BE the leader that adds
certainty, significance, love
and connection, growth and
contribution to the lives of your
team & family.
The uncertainty of this year has
many of us in a tailspin. We all
need a little uncertainty in our
lives. Variety may be a more
comfortable term that you like
to use. Maybe it is a surprise
package at the front door or
for some a night skydiving.
However this year has given us
more uncertainty than most of
us like.

Growth is so important in
any organization but it is also
a need in every human. Your
goals today may look different
than in January. It is Ok, reset
the goals, but still have goals.
Continue to challenge your
team to achieve greatness.
Challenge them to take a step
up, to learn something new, to
keep pressing on.
When times are challenging,
contributions are the first to
go. Contribution is a natural
human need. It contributes
to your overall health and
wellness as an individual.
Help your team to fulfill the
need of contribution by doing

it as a team. There are many
opportunities in your local
community.
The health and wellness of your
team members in uncertain
times does not need to cost lots
of money. Acknowledge these
human needs and contribute
to each and everyone as much
as you can. Leaders, you are
the lifeline of many humans,
whether at work or at home.
Pour into it and embrace to
help give more certainty in an
uncertain world. Remember
it is the small things that can
make a big difference.
www.qualitywash.com.

As leaders we need to help offset
the increase in uncertainty by
increasing the focus on the
other human needs.
Take each opportunity to
increase certainty. Be transparent and clear with your team
members. Over communicate
the direction and where you are
headed. Where there is certainty
share it and share it often.
Take time to send an extra text
message, an email, a thank
you note, a surprise gift for a
meal. Human connection is at
an all time low. Be aware that
everyone has a natural need for
human connection. Validate
each team member. Set up
systems for human connection
within your team, even if it is
virtual. Remember your family
needs this too.
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Mon., January 4

Amnesty International
Grand Rapids Group #951
Monthly meeting

@4010 Kalamazoo Ave SE, Grand Rapids
Time: 7-8pm
Cost: Free

Tuesday, January 5

Virtual Author Night with
Diana Gruver & Sharon
Garlough Brown

momentum—to move forward on
the things that means the most
to you. If you're ready grow your
business quickly, make a nice profit,
and enjoy the life of being selfemployed but could use some help
making it happen, I encourage you to
watch this workshop.
Time: 2pm
Cost: Free
www.eventbrite.com
info@sandrasmith.com

a lot about ourselves, our teams, and
our businesses over the past year.
These individual stories come together to create a strong and resilient
community. Registration required.
Time: 5:30-7pm
Cost: Early Bird Pricing (through 1/11):
$50 Members, $75 Future Members
Regular Pricing (starting 1/12): $75
Members, $100 Future Members
www.grandrapidsmicoc.wliinc16.com

SHARE YOUR STORIES

Thurs., February 2nd

Gratitude in Action Gala
@Alano Club of Kent County

This year's keynote speaker is Mark
Lundholm! From humble beginnings
on the streets of Oakland, California,
as a homeless criminal, mental patient, to a world-renowned comedian,
Mark Lundholm’s humor is a wild
ride of challenges, changes, and 2nd
chances. Be encouraged through
humor and fellowship in support of
the Alano Club of Kent County!
More details coming soon
Time: 5-9pm
www.gralanoclub.org

Thurs., January 28
Join us for a night of conversation as
Mon., January 11
Data Privacy - Why it Should
Diana Gruver and Sharon Garlough
January Human Rights
be a Top Priority for Your
Brown discuss
Diana's
book
Meeting
Small
to Medium-Size
Do you know any local student athletes, coaches or
teams
who deserve
Companions in the Darkness; Seven
@SpeakEZ Lounge
Business
some recognition?
why!
website
submit
your articles and
Saints Who Struggled
with Depression Tell
Joinus
us for
our Visit
Januaryour
Human
Rights to@virtual
event
and Doubt.
Meeting. We will discuss our Urgent
Small to medium-size businesses
andlearn
MVPs(SMBs)
in your
Time: 7-8pmvideos so we can feature
Action the
Cases,go-getters
Write Letters, and
needneighborhood.
to make Data Privacy a
Cost: Free
about a current issue.
higher priority in today’s increasingly
www.eventbrite.com
Time: 7-8pm
interconnected digital ecosystem.
At the time of print, all events
Cost: Free
Join Cybercrime Support Network
were still being held. Please
(CSN) CEO & Founder Kristin Judge
Wed., January 6
check closer to the event
and Keeper Security CEO & CoHow to Quickly Grow Your
Tues., January 26
date to confirm it is not
Founder Darren Guccione, as they
Solo Business by Breaking
133RD Annual Meeting
rescheduled or canceled
discuss issues regarding cybersecurity,
Free From the Struggle
@virtual event
privacy, data governance, and digital
@virtual event
Join us for the Chamber’s largest
due to COVID-19.
ethics.
event of the year, the 133rd Annual
What would it be like if you had a
Have an event to submit?
Time: 2pm
Meeting! Together, we will celebrate
step-by-step system to move past
the resiliency of our community as we www.grandrapids.score.org
obstacles? Imagine finally finding
Email cscott@bestversionmedia.com.
look ahead to 2021. We have learned
the motivation—and creating the

@virtual event

SUBMIT
YOUR
STORY
TODAY!
⊳⊳⊳⊳

BVM SPORTS:
ONE PLACE.
ALL SPORTS.

DOWNLOAD THE BVM SPORTS
APP ON YOUR MOBILE DEVICE
⊲ JOIN US ON SOCIAL MEDIA
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Imagine a Community Without Frantic Families
By Patrick Lencioni, founder and president, The Table Group

Parents are the CEOs of their families, and families are more
important than companies. Yes, I am confident that
both of those statements are true. And so, it stands
to reason that parents should go about planning
and organizing their home life with at least as much
strategic clarity as a CEO runs his or her business.
Unfortunately, most of them don’t. I certainly
didn’t. And the cost of this is greater than we know,
for our families, our children, our marriages, and
even our communities.
Fortunately, it doesn’t have to be that
way. Imagine you, your family, and your
community, being calmer, more intentional
and more peaceful. Imagine not having to worry
about whether your son makes the travel squad
of the underwater lacrosse team, or whether your
daughter takes advanced placement astrophysics
during her junior year of high school, or whether you
should have bought that lake house while interest rates
were low like your neighbors did.
Theodore Roosevelt once said that “comparison is the thief of joy,”
and it is so easy for parents and families to lose their joy when they
are tempted to compare their lives to the people next door, down
the street or in the next pew over at church. The key to avoiding
this is to get clear—really clear—about who you are and what
matters most to you, and then making decisions with confidence,
knowing that you’re living true to yourselves regardless of what
others are doing. That is the purpose of my book, The Three Big
Questions for a Frantic Family.
I discovered the model for the book years ago. By day I was, and
still am, a consultant to CEOs. By night I’m a husband and father.
One evening I came home, and innocuously said to Laura,
my wife: “If my clients ran their companies the way we run this
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family, they’d go out of business.” Feeling like I was
criticizing her, Laura objected, and I reminded her
that it was as much my fault as hers. In fact, I was
more at fault because I spent my days helping
others create clarity and strategy, and I did virtually
nothing in that area at home. So I adapted the work
I did for corporations for families and came up
with The Three Big Questions.
What this entails is actually simple. In just an hour
over dinner, parents can have a discussion
that provides a basic but critical level of
family clarity. By asking and discussing a
few key questions, they can identify the values
that guide the behavior of the family, the
basic principles that create the strategy for
the family, and the single greatest priority for the
family over the next few months. By carving out just
15 minutes each week, they can review those things
and make whatever decisions and adjustments are
necessary to keep things smooth and on track. The book
provides real-life examples from different kinds of families,
from those with young kids to empty-nesters. It’s a fictional
story about a husband and wife who discover the model, but the
most important thing about the book is this: it really works.
Additional Assets:
www.tablegroup.com/download/frantic-family-model/

Patrick Lencioni was named in Fortune magazine
as one of the “ten new gurus you should know.” His
passion for organizations and teams is reflected in
his writing, speaking and executive consulting. He is
the author of eleven best-selling books.
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From the
Nonprofit
World

By Lakeshore Nonprofit Alliance

“To strengthen the ability of nonprofit organizations to successfully accomplish
their missions by working together.” – Lakeshore Nonprofit Alliance Mission

O

ttawa County is a special place
to live, work and raise a family.
There are many reasons why this
place is special, including its legacy
of entrepreneurship and successful
companies, a strong faith tradition,
and a great education system as
well as the beautiful scenic shores
that make West Michigan a highly
sought-after tourist destination. As
essential as all of these attributes
are, it is one of our core beliefs that
our nonprofit community, and the
impact they make every day, is a
major contributor to what makes
this place great!
Despite the vital role they play in
our community, and the incredible
support of community members,
most of our area nonprofits need
additional tools and resources to
successfully support their mission.
The Lakeshore Nonprofit Alliance
(LNA) exists to provide nonprofits
the support they need to develop staff and instill best
practices within their organization.
The roots of the LNA began in 2004 when a dozen executive
directors in Holland/Zeeland began to meet regularly to
discuss the challenges of running nonprofit organizations and
to seek support from one another. These informal meetings
led to the emergence of the Lakeshore Nonprofit Alliance in
2006 and a focus on serving a greater number of nonprofits
as a membership organization. Led by the volunteer board of
directors (all local executive directors), the organization grew in
membership and created regular space for nonprofits to gather
and learn together in community. LNA hired its first staff in
2013, Executive Director Patrick Cisler, followed by Director of
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Membership, Robin Lane, in 2016.
Today, LNA serves over 150 local
nonprofits through a robust offering
of regular programming such as
Lunch N’ Learns, Workshops,
and Learning Circles, providing
professional development for
nonprofit-member staff at all levels.
Additional services include Strategic
Planning, a Leadership Transition
Guide Program, a Nonprofit Job
Posting Page, DiSC Assessments,
and Board Training. In 2019,
LNA programs served over 1,200
participants.
“With so many non-profits in our
area, LNA does the important
work of fostering partnership and
collaboration among the different
organizations. Our staff utilizes
resources such as learning circles,
the HR hotline, and strategic
planning facilitation which
provides networking opportunities
and a fresh outlook on the work we do and the direction
in which we are going.”
—Good Samaritan Ministries
LNA’s mission states the importance of working together, and
collaboration is a key element of a thriving community. Simply
put, none of us can succeed in isolation. Collaboration between
nonprofits, between nonprofits and local businesses, and
between nonprofits and community members, all contribute
to the vibrancy and generous spirit in Ottawa County. We have
some amazing nonprofits that do incredible work and we look
forward to highlighting that good work in future articles.
For more information about the Lakeshore Nonprofit
Alliance, please visit www.lakeshorenonprofits.org.
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EMPLOYEE RECRUITMENT

Local Recruiters Shift From
In-Person Interactions to
Virtual Tools
By Jeremy Gonsior

U

nemployment is higher thanks to the
COVID-19 pandemic, the recruiting
process has shifted to almost entirely
virtual, and Haworth had to adapt to an
unexpected competitor: the government.
At their peak, unemployment benefits from
the state and federal government amounted
to around $17 per hour.
“We had to be creative to compete with
unemployment,” said Volkers, manager of
talent attraction and recruiting at Haworth.
Employers across West Michigan agreed
“We stayed dedicated to all the team
that recruiting is quickly evolving thanks to
members and retained them,” said Ric
the pandemic and adapting is a must.
Smith, human resources recruiter at
Most manufacturing facilities stayed open
Inontime.
so the top manufacturing talent remained
For those actively seeking jobs, a company’s
employed. The spike in unemployment, she
approach to stability, security, and benefits
said, affected more knowledge workers who
are important right now.
weren’t interested in manufacturing jobs.
Johnny Rodriguez, talent acquisition
“It should be easy to hire a blue-collar
manager at CSM Services, a commercial
worker because unemployment is still
cleaning company in Hudsonville, said
high,” Volkers said. “We didn’t find a highthe safety protocols have to be addressed
quality pool available.”
upfront when recruiting employees.
Even when business slowed some at
“Some people are afraid of being out on
Zeeland-based Inontime, a transportation
front-line jobs and being exposed,” he said.
and warehousing company, leadership
To keep job candidates safe, Haworth
found other work for employees so they
has transitioned to virtual job fairs. All
didn’t lose valuable talent.

Check us out!

Virtual Tours and Booking at
www.kingsleyhouse.com
(269) 561-6425
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interviewing is now done by video through
Microsoft Teams. They also have continued
to grow and build their social media
networks to attract talent.
“Technology is our friend,” Volkers said.
“It’s a great opportunity for us to expand
how we use it.”
Rodriguez also plans to leverage more
technology, including the possibility of
Holland-based Wedge, a one-way video
interviewing platform he is interested in.
“Previously as a recruiter you are out in
the community making connections,” he
said. “We have to pivot here and start doing
these things.”
In the end, the future of attracting talent to
West Michigan looks bright.
“Despite the challenges of 2020, and the
challenges of managing in the pandemic,
the good news story is there are still jobs
available,” Volkers said. “Our companies
are still hiring.”
Jeremy Gonsior is a communication
specialist for a K-12 school district. He
also is a freelance writer, marketing
specialist for small businesses, blogger,
and podcaster. Reach out to him at
jeremy.gonsior@gmail.com.

• Romantic Getaways
• Corporate Retreats
• Special Occasions
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COMMUNITY SERVICE LEADER SPOTLIGHT

Meet Rotarian John Gronberg
from the Rotary Club of Holland
Courtesy of Kathy Hegedus, Rotary District 6290

J

ohn Gronberg is a life-long resident
of the Holland area and his family has
ties to the Macatawa area going back to
the 1890s when his grandfather built one
of the first cottages in Macatawa on Lake
Michigan. For decades, John has been a
passionate leader and hard worker at the
local, state, national, and international
levels to improve the lives of others. Former
Rotarian and Past District Governor Tom
Bos stated “John is selfless and tireless in
his service to our community, the world,
and to his friends.”

John lives each day following the Rotary
4-Way Test. We have documented just a
few examples of John’s contributions to
improve the quality of life in Holland and
the world. He leads in many ways in the
pursuit of helping others and exemplifies
the Rotary theme of “service above self ”.

For the past 47 years, John has been an
active member and involved leader of the
Holland Rotary Club and Rotary District
6290. John’s volunteer work with Rotary
International has significantly improved
the quality of life for thousands of people at
the local, state, national, and international
levels.
John has been President of the local
Holland Rotary, District Assistant
Governor, Macatawa Region, and District
Assistant Governor Coordinator for Rotary
District 6290. John has chaired numerous
Committees at both a local and District
level. He has led dozens of local projects.
John (and his wife Bonnie) have been
driving forces in building and placing
neighborhood “lending libraries” around
the Holland area. These are the little houses
that shelter donated books. This is just one
example of literally dozens of local projects
that John has been involved in through
Holland Rotary over the past five decades.
On a regional level, John has provided
leadership in the Health, Humanitarian,
Outreach Project (HHOP) which is a
collaboration of several Rotary Clubs,
including Holland, Grand Haven, Spring
Lake, and Muskegon Rotary Clubs,
and others. With John’s leadership and
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involvement, HHOP has provided water
and filters to thousands of families in the
Dominican Republic and Honduras. These
filters are manufactured in West Michigan
and shipped and installed at no charge to
families in dire need of clean water.
John has served on the Rotary
International Service Committee for many
years and traveled extensively around the
world to improve living conditions for
many in third world countries. To do this
John has invested significant personal
time and money, and assumed leadership
positions in many “for profit” and “nonprofit” organizations.

John has been just as involved providing
action and leadership in many additional
areas outside of Rotary. He is the
President of the Macatawa Park Cottagers’
Association. John is the “resident historian”
of the Macatawa area and an important
contributor to the Macatawa Historical
Society. Many who have visited the
Macatawa area of Holland know of the “Big
Red” lighthouse. John became passionately
involved in saving the “Big Red” lighthouse
over the years and is President of the
Holland Harbor Lighthouse Historical
Commission “HHLHC”. John and the
“HHLHC” have been written up in
articles in the Washington Times, USA
TODAY, Lighthouse Digest, M-live.com,
and several other publications. John is
involved with the Great Lakes Lighthouse
Alliance and is currently President of
the Michigan Lighthouse Alliance. Park
Township, Ottawa County recognized John
as a 2020 member of the Park Township
Spotlight Ward. Park Township created the
Spotlight Ward to recognize outstanding
achievement and a commitment to the
Park Township Community, and represents
the highest degrees of honor, integrity, and
demonstrated leadership to improve Park
Township, our region, and the lives of our
residents.
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